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My Quote Master Worksheet
What is your strategy for quotes?
In this section, tick off the things that relate to you and you would
like to do in your quotes:
 Add space and breathing room
The purpose of space is to not look busy and give room for breathing.

 Gives visual clues about my brand & business
This is when you use words to give clues about what the business is about, mix between
bigger and smaller words, to add contrast.

 Look professional
Images add the feel that a designer has worked on, and it’s totally personal to you.

 Adds another dimension or layer of interest
Gives another perspective of what you do and adds a personality to it.

 Add a consistent design to my feed
When you use a similar feel and similar consistency, it’s a collection of quotes.

 Connect & share my message
Quotes let your tribe connect and share your message.

 Create awesome engagement
When you write something that came from you and gives an insight, a tip or learning
and it resonates it causes engagement.

 Impact someone positively
Quotes can inspire people, inspire action and makes someone’s day.

 Show authority & expertise
Demonstrate your expertise in a relatable way.
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 Give amazing value
Demonstrate your expertise in a relatable way, which can be a tip or a testimonial.

 Attract & magnetise paying clients
This one builds over time and it’s about connecting, getting people ready and making
people more likely to want your services.

The steps to quote creation
There are 3 steps to quote creation. The first is to choose your background, the
second is to be clear on the fonts, and the third is to review how your quote
looks, sounds and feels.
Step 1: Choose your backgrounds:
1

 Yes I want to use white or plain
colour as part of my quote
strategy.
Notes ____________________

2

 Yes I want to use simple
pattern as part of my quote
strategy.
Notes ____________________
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3

 Yes I want to use texture as
part of my quote strategy.
Notes ____________________

4

 Yes I want to use photographic
backgrounds as part of my
quote strategy.
Notes ____________________

5

 Yes I want to put my quotes on
to something.
Notes ____________________
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Step 2: Choose your fonts
This is the exercise you completed in the Fabulous Fonts worksheet. The main
thing is not to use more than 3 fonts and 1 – 2 should look very elegant,
otherwise it can look too busy. Keep it simple and easy on the eye, with
breathing room for the words to be seen.
Example of fonts and spacing
This is before

This is after
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Example of fonts and spacing
This is before

This is after
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Step 3: Quick review of the overall look & feel
 Am I happy with my background?
Does it represent my Souls Brand Essence and my colours?
 Am I happy with my font?
Does my font look good on that background?
 Is my type legible?
Can I easily read the type?
If it’s not legible, try making the background lighter and the type darker
or the other way around, or if it’s a photo then think about using the
photo separately.
 Have I credited the author of the quote and or image?
When it’s another person’s quote you must credit them and when it’s a
generic quote no crediting is needed (and you must not credit yourself).
Do credit yourself for your original work.
 Have I cropped anything off weirdly?
Make sure that you do not have any type cropped off weirdly or hanging
off the bottom of the quote.
 Have I left enough space around the edge?
Do you have space around the edge of your type so that it is easy to
read?
 Have I balanced the colours, fonts and either logo, handle or website?
When I see the quote from far or near, does it look in balance? My logo is
not taking over things and I have tastefully either added my handle,
website or name and not added everything all at once.
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Top type tips
1. Space/breathing room

Leave some space around ‘the outside of’ your quote and make your
type smaller.

It feels really calm and your eye just naturally rests on the quote in the
middle.

This is an easy thing you can do to make your quotes look like they
have been pro-designed.
2. Crowding your lines (leading) your letters (kerning)

When your lines are too close, it makes your quote hard to read.

It is much easier to read them when you have more space between the
lines.

There is a balance when it is just right and you can see that they have,
just then, the right distance between them.
3. Readability!

Please make sure that your type is readable.

You will need to make sure that your background is not in too contrast,
and that your type stands out easily. Don’t use outlines and drop
shadows on your type to make it readable, as this will make your quote
look old fashioned.
4. How much type?

Without writing an essay, experiment with putting a bit more type in
your quotes... NOT TOO MUCH! Instead of one-word quotes, you could
put a few more words in with it, but smaller.

Take the essence of your quote and simplify it down. You can add the
rest of it in your caption.
5. Bad fonts

Some fonts are just overused and cliché.

Steer away from Comic Sans, Papyrus,Brush Script and Bradley
Hand etc.
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